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Fire on the Water Robert Haddick 2014-09-15 The main theme of Fire on the Water
is that conventional measures of military balance, employed by both the general
public and many policy experts, underestimate the threat that China’s military
modernization poses to the U.S. position in the Asia-Pacific region. Within a
decade, China’s leaders will have the military power to hold at risk U.S.
interest in East Asia. The U.S. needs to fashion a new and competitive
strategy, one that better matches the strengths of the U.S. and its allies
against China’s vulnerabilities, in order to maintain a balance of power in the
region and convince China’s leaders to pursue a cooperative course. It is not
obvious to many observers why a conflict in the region is plausible, or why the
U.S. should bear the responsibility for maintaining a forward military presence
in the region. China has rapidly emerged as a great power and by doing so, has
acquired many vital interests around the world. Following the pattern set by
other such episodes in history, China is also acquiring the military means to
protect its new interests, a development that puts at risk the interests of
China’s neighbors and the United States. The U.S. forward military presence in
the region is an increasingly difficult burden to sustain. But in the long run,
this approach will be less costly and less risky than encouraging China’s
neighbors to balance China by themselves, an alternative that will very likely
result in an unstable arms race and a conflict that will damage America’s
interests. While it will be in America’s interest to maintain its position in
the Asia-Pacific region, China’s military modernization is making it much more
difficult for the U.S. to do so. China’s military strategy, centered on its
rapidly-expanding land-based and anti-ship missile forces, is exploiting
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weaknesses in long-standing U.S. force structure and doctrine. Due to a variety
of institutional barriers, the U.S. has been slow to adapt to China’s military
modernization. Current efforts to respond are impractical, in that they expend
U.S. resources against China’s strengths rather than its vulnerabilities. The
U.S. needs a new and competitive strategy that will strengthen its alliances in
the region and convince China’s leaders that cooperation, rather than military
expansion and an attempt at regional hegemony, will be China’s best course.
Fire on the Water proposes reforms to U.S. diplomacy, military programs, and
strategy that will offer a better chance at preserving stability. The goal of
these reforms is to thwart China’s well-designed military modernization plan,
bolster the confidence and credibility of U.S. alliances in the region, and
thus persuade China’s leaders that China’s best course is cooperation rather
than conflict, the outcome that has usually occurred in history when a new
great power has rapidly emerged.
Summary of Destined for War LONDON SKY. PRESS 2019-02-02 Destined for War: Can
America and China Escape Thucydides's Trap? by Graham Allison: Conversation
Starters China has arrived as a superpower and America seems to have a hard
time grasping this reality. The US and China have to learn the skill to make
adjustments to this global power shift. The law of Thucydides's Trap says that
"when a rising power threatens to displace a ruling one, violence is the
likeliest result." History shows that this situation has happened sixteen times
and twelve of these led to war. China cannot be stopped anymore while America
refuses to budge. Destined for War is cited by the New York Times as Notable
Book of the Year. It is included in the 2018 Lionel Gelber Prize shortlist. It
is also named by The Financial Times (London) as Best Book of the Year. A Brief
Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of
its pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the characters and
its world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions
designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the
world that lives on. These questions can be used to create hours of
conversation: - Foster a deeper understanding of the book - Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups - Assist in the study of the book, either
individually or corporately - Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen
before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource
to supplement the original book, enhancing your experience. If you have not yet
purchased a copy of the original book, please do before purchasing this
unofficial Conversation Starters. (c) Copyright 2019 Download your copy now on
sale Read it on your PC, Mac, iOS or Android smartphone, tablet devices.
Unrivaled Michael Beckley 2018-09-15 The United States has been the world's
dominant power for more than a century. Now many analysts believe that other
countries are rising and the United States is in decline. Is the unipolar
moment over? Is America finished as a superpower? In this book, Michael Beckley
argues that the United States has unique advantages over other nations that, if
used wisely, will allow it to remain the world's sole superpower throughout
this century. We are not living in a transitional, post-Cold War era. Instead,
we are in the midst of what he calls the unipolar era—a period as singular and
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important as any epoch in modern history. This era, Beckley contends, will
endure because the US has a much larger economic and military lead over its
closest rival, China, than most people think and the best prospects of any
nation to amass wealth and power in the decades ahead. Deeply researched and
brilliantly argued, this book covers hundreds of years of great power politics
and develops new methods for measuring power and predicting the rise and fall
of nations. By documenting long-term trends in the global balance of power and
explaining their implications for world politics, the book provides guidance
for policymakers, businesspeople, and scholars alike.
U.S. Strategy in the Asian Century Abraham M. Denmark 2020-08-18 As the IndoPacific emerges as the world’s most strategically consequential region and
competition with China intensifies, the United States must adapt its approach
if it seeks to preserve its power and sustain regional stability and
prosperity. Yet as China grows more powerful and aggressive and the United
States appears increasingly unreliable, the Indo-Pacific has become riven with
uncertainty. These dynamics threaten to undermine the region’s unprecedented
peace and prosperity. U.S. Strategy in the Asian Century offers vital
perspective on the future of power dynamics in the Indo-Pacific, focusing on
the critical roles that American allies and partners can play. Abraham M.
Denmark argues that these alliances and partnerships represent indispensable
strategic assets for the United States. They will be necessary in any effort by
Washington to compete with China, promote prosperity, and preserve a liberal
order in the Indo-Pacific. Blending academic rigor and practical policy
experience, Denmark analyzes the future of major-power competition in the
region, with an eye toward American security interests. He details a pragmatic
approach for the United States to harness the power of its allies and partners
to ensure long-term regional stability and successfully navigate the
complexities of the new era.
G.S. Isserson and the War of the Future G.S. Isserson 2016-07-25 Georgii
Samoilovich Isserson (1898–1976) was one of the most prescient and prolific
authors on military art in the years preceding World War II. His theories
greatly influenced the Red Army’s conduct of operations and were instrumental
in achieving victory over Germany. This book gathers together for the first
time English translations of Isserson’s most influential works, including some
that are still classified. His writings on the preparation and conduct of the
deep offensive operation—the deployment of tanks, mechanized infantry, air
power and airborne troops to penetrate deeply echeloned defenses—also serve as
a primer on how to construct a position to defeat such an attack. His well
argued defense of the deep operation based on an examination of recent wars and
his reminiscences about the people and events that shaped Soviet military
theory in the 1930s are included.
War and the Art of Governance Nadia Schadlow 2017 Success in war ultimately
depends on the consolidation of political order. Nadia Schadlow argues that the
steps needed to consolidate a new political order are not separate from war.
They are instead an essential component of war and victory. --James Mattis,
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USMC (Ret.), Hoover Institution "H-War"
The Avoidable War Kevin Rudd 2022-03-22 A war between China and the US would be
catastrophic, deadly, and destructive. Unfortunately, it is no longer
unthinkable. The relationship between the US and China, the world’s two
superpowers, is peculiarly volatile. It rests on a seismic fault—of cultural
misunderstanding, historical grievance, and ideological incompatibility. No
other nations are so quick to offend and be offended. Their militaries play a
dangerous game of chicken, corporations steal intellectual property,
intelligence satellites peer, and AI technicians plot. The capacity for either
country to cross a fatal line grows daily. Kevin Rudd, a former Australian
prime minister who has studied, lived in, and worked with China for more than
forty years, is one of the very few people who can offer real insight into the
mindsets of the leadership whose judgment will determine if a war will be
fought. The Avoidable War demystifies the actions of both sides, explaining and
translating them for the benefit of the other. Geopolitical disaster is still
avoidable, but only if these two giants can find a way to coexist without
betraying their core interests through what Rudd calls “managed strategic
competition.” Should they fail, down that path lies the possibility of a war
that could rewrite the future of both countries, and the world.
Stress of War, Conflict and Disaster George Fink 2010-11-25 Stress is a
universal phenomenon that impacts adversely on most people. Following on the
heels of Stress Science: Neuroendocrinology and Stress Consequences: Mental,
Neuropsychological and Socioeconomic, this third derivative volume will provide
a readily accessible and affordable compendium that explains the phenomenon of
stress as it relates physically and mentally to war, conflict and disaster. The
first section will be dedicated to study of the link between stress and various
forms of conflict. Specific instances of conflict will be discussed - the Gulf
wars, Korea, Hiroshima bombing, the Holocaust, 9/11, Northern Ireland,
terrorism in general, torture. The second section will explore the stress
impact of more general physical disasters such as airline and vehicle
accidents, earthquakes, floods, and hurricanes. The final section will focus on
the clinical relationship between conflict stress and various mental diseases –
PTSD, suicide, disaster syndrome, etc – as well as the adverse impact of stress
on human physical health in general. Comprised of about 100 top articles
selected from Elsevier’s Encyclopedias of Stress, the volume will provide a
valuable desk reference that will put relevant articles readily at the
fingertips of all scientists who consider stress. Chapters offer impressive and
unique scope with topics addressing the relationship between stress generated
by war, conflict and disaster and various physical/mental disorders Richly
illustrated with over 200 figures, dozens in color Articles carefully selected
by one of the world’s most preeminent stress researchers and contributors
represent the most outstanding scholarship in the field, with each chapter
providing fully vetted and reliable expert knowledge
The China-U.S. Trade War and Future Economic Relations Lawrence J. Lau
2018-12-14 The relation between China and the United States is arguably the
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most important bilateral relation in the world today. The U.S. and China are
respectively the largest and the second largest economies in the world. They
are also respectively the largest and the second largest trading nations in the
world as well as each other’s most important trading partner. If China and the
U.S. work together as partners towards a common goal, many things are possible.
However, there exist significant friction and potential conflict in their
economic relations. The large and persistent U.S.-China bilateral trade deficit
is one of the problems. It is essential to know the true state of the ChinaU.S. trade balance before effective solutions can be devised to narrow the
trade surplus or deficit. The impacts and potential impacts of the 2018 trade
war between China and the U.S. on the two economies are analysed and discussed.
The longterm forces that underlie the economic relations between the two
countries beyond the 2018 trade war are examined. In this connection, how a
“new type of major-power relation” between the two countries can help to keep
the competition friendly and avert a war between them is explored. ~~~~~~~~
Lawrence J. Lau’s timely The China-U.S. Trade War and Future Economic Relations
is full of careful analysis, penetrating insight and helpful suggestions from
the world’s preeminent economist on this relationship. —Michael J. Boskin Tully
M. Friedman Professor of Economics, Stanford University Former Chair, U.S.
President’s Council of Economic Advisers This sober and systematic study of
U.S.-China trade relations and of technological development in the two
countries is particularly timely. Lawrence Lau is one of the world’s foremost
economists working on these issues. —Dwight H. Perkins Harold Hitchings Burbank
Professor of Political Economy, Emeritus Former Chair, Department of Economics,
Harvard University This is a timely and penetrating analysis of the China-U.S.
trade and economic relations, from its origins to its impacts and to a way
forward. —Yingyi Qian Chairman of the Council, Westlake University Former Dean,
School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University Counsellor of the State
Council, People’s Republic of China Lawrence Lau’s book on the current U.S.China trade war is insightful, balanced and comprehensive; rich in data on
trade, investment, science and technology. It is essential reading for anyone
who wants to get past the headlines. —A. Michael Spence Nobel Laureate in
Economic Sciences (2001) Senior Fellow, The Hoover Institution, Stanford
University Lawrence Lau brings light in the form of rigorous honest fact-based
economic analysis to a subject where most of the discussion has been heated
bluster, false claims, and political rhetoric. —Lawrence H. Summers Former U.S.
Secretary of the Treasury; Former President, Harvard University There is no
topic more important, or more timely, or more urgent, than the China-U.S. trade
war. Professor Lau is the ideal person to write about the implications of the
China-U.S. trade war and the proposed resolution. —Tung Chee-Hwa Vice-Chairman,
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference National Committee Chairman,
China-U.S. Exchange Foundation The history of Sino-American relations, to a
great extent, has been a shared history. Lawrence Lau’s timely and penetrating
study will tell us it is still in best interest for both countries if they
continue to pursue a shared journey and destination instead of parting ways.
—Xu Guoqi Kerry Group Professor in Globalization History, The University of
Hong Kong Author of Chinese and Americans: A Shared History This beautifully
composed book uses nontechnical language to unravel the intricacies of the 2018
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U.S.-China trade war, together with its long-term impact. I learned a lot from
reading it. —Chen-Ning Yang Nobel Laureate in Physics (1957)
Destined for War Graham T. Allison 2017-07-03 Will the twenty-first century be
defined by the inevitability of conflict between China and the USA?When Athens
went to war with Sparta some 2,500 years ago, the Greek historian Thucydides
identified one simple cause- a rising power threatened to displace a ruling
one, leading inexorably to conflict. As Graham Allison explains, in the past
500 years, great powers have found themselves in 'Thucydides's Trap' sixteen
times. In twelve of the sixteen - from war between the French and the Hapsburgs
in the sixteenth century to the two world wars of the twentieth - the results
have been catastrophic. Today, the same structural forces propel China and the
United States toward a cataclysm of unseen proportions, even as both sides
insist that such a war could never occur. In Destined for War, Allison compares
the U.S.-China conflict to its closest parallel- World War I. There, a rising
Germany threatened the supremacy of the British Empire. He sketches several
scenarios in which America and China might slide, against their intent and
better judgment, into a similar conflict. But he also examines the rare
instances when two clashing powers have avoided disaster, and speculates about
whether the current standoff could be one of those exceptions.
Invasion of Privacy Christopher Reich 2016-06-28 While meeting with a
confidential informant, Mary Grant's husband, Joe, an FBI agent, is killed on a
remote, dusty road outside of Austin, Texas. The official report places blame
on Joe's shoulders, but the story just doesn't add up and Mary prods the FBI to
investigate. There are just too many questions. Meanwhile, Ian Prince, founder
of ONE technology, the world's largest Internet company, has his own concerns
about the FBI looking into Joe Grant’s death. Prince's newest invention, the
Titan supercomputer, is set to launch, and Mary’s quest for the truth could
cause him trouble. When Mary is stonewalled by the FBI, she takes matters into
her own hands. With the help of her daughter, Jessie, a brilliant hacker, she
takes over her husband’s investigation, putting herself and her entire family
in the crosshairs of one of the most powerful men in America, as well the
newest and most terrifying surveillance system ever created.
Stronger Ryan Hass 2021-03-09 An examination of the U.S.-China relationship
that charts a new path for America focusing on its existing advantages Ryan
Hass charts a path forward in America's relationship and rivalry with China
rooted in the relative advantages America already possesses. Hass argues that
while competition will remain the defining trait of the relationship, both
countries will continue to be impacted--for good or ill--by their capacity to
coordinate on common challenges that neither can solve on its own, such as
pandemic disease, global economic recession, climate change, and nuclear
nonproliferation. Hass makes the case that the United States will have greater
success in outpacing China economically and outshining it in questions of
governance if it focuses more on improving its own condition at home than on
trying to impede Chinese initiatives. He argues that the task at hand is not to
stand in China's way and turn a rising power into an enemy in the process but
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to renew America's advantages in its competition with China.
Everything Under the Heavens Howard W. French 2017-03-14 From the former New
York Times Asia correspondent and author of China's Second Continent, an
incisive investigation of China's ideological development as it becomes an ever
more aggressive player in regional and global diplomacy. For many years after
its reform and opening in 1978, China maintained an attitude of false modesty
about its ambitions. That role, reports Howard French, has been set aside.
China has asserted its place among the global heavyweights, revealing its plans
for pan-Asian dominance by building its navy, increasing territorial claims to
areas like the South China Sea, and diplomatically bullying smaller players.
Underlying this attitude is a strain of thinking that casts China's present-day
actions in decidedly historical terms, as the path to restoring the dynastic
glory of the past. If we understand how that historical identity relates to
current actions, in ways ideological, philosophical, and even legal, we can
learn to forecast just what kind of global power China stands to become--and to
interact wisely with a future peer. Steeped in deeply researched history as
well as on-the-ground reporting, this is French at his revelatory best.
Stealth War Robert Spalding 2019-10-01 China expert Robert Spalding reveals the
shocking success China has had infiltrating American institutions and
compromising our national security. The media often suggest that Russia poses
the greatest threat to America's national security, but the real danger lies
farther east. While those in power have been distracted and disorderly, China
has waged a six-front war on America's economy, military, diplomacy,
technology, education, and infrastructure--and they're winning. It's almost too
late to undo the shocking, though nearly invisible, victories of the Chinese.
In Stealth War, retired Air Force Brigadier General Robert Spalding reveals
China's motives and secret attacks on the West. Chronicling how our leaders
have failed to protect us over recent decades, he provides shocking evidence of
some of China's most brilliant ploys, including: Placing Confucius Institutes
in universities across the United States that serve to monitor and control
Chinese students on campus and spread communist narratives to unsuspecting
American students. Offering enormous sums to American experts who create
investment funds that funnel technology to China. Signing a thirty-year
agreement with the US that allows China to share peaceful nuclear technology,
ensuring that they have access to American nuclear know-how. Spalding's concern
isn't merely that America could lose its position on the world stage. More
urgently, the Chinese Communist Party has a fundamental loathing of the legal
protections America grants its people and seeks to create a world without those
rights. Despite all the damage done so far, Spalding shows how it's still
possible for the U.S. and the rest of the free world to combat--and win-China's stealth war.
Lee Kuan Yew Graham Allison 2020-09-22 Grand strategist and founder of modern
Singapore offers key insights and controversial opinions on globalization,
geopolitics, economic growth, and democracy. When Lee Kuan Yew speaks,
presidents, prime ministers, diplomats, and CEOs listen. Lee, the founding
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father of modern Singapore and its prime minister from 1959 to 1990, has honed
his wisdom during more than fifty years on the world stage. Almost singlehandedly responsible for transforming Singapore into a Western-style economic
success, he offers a unique perspective on the geopolitics of East and West.
American presidents from Richard Nixon to Barack Obama have welcomed him to the
White House; British prime ministers from Margaret Thatcher to Tony Blair have
recognized his wisdom; and business leaders from Rupert Murdoch to Rex
Tillerson, CEO of Exxon Mobil, have praised his accomplishments. This book
gathers key insights from interviews, speeches, and Lee's voluminous published
writings and presents them in an engaging question and answer format. Lee
offers his assessment of China's future, asserting, among other things, that
“China will want to share this century as co-equals with the U.S.” He affirms
the United States' position as the world's sole superpower but expresses dismay
at the vagaries of its political system. He offers strategic advice for dealing
with China and goes on to discuss India's future, Islamic terrorism, economic
growth, geopolitics and globalization, and democracy. Lee does not pull his
punches, offering his unvarnished opinions on multiculturalism, the welfare
state, education, and the free market. This little book belongs on the reading
list of every world leader.
The Next Great War? Richard N. Rosecrance 2014-11-21 Experts consider how the
lessons of World War I can help prevent U.S.–China conflict. A century ago,
Europe's diplomats mismanaged the crisis triggered by the murder of Archduke
Franz Ferdinand of Austria and the continent plunged into World War I, which
killed millions, toppled dynasties, and destroyed empires. Today, as the
hundredth anniversary of the Great War prompts renewed debate about the war's
causes, scholars and policy experts are also considering the parallels between
the present international system and the world of 1914. Are China and the
United States fated to follow in the footsteps of previous great power rivals?
Will today's alliances drag countries into tomorrow's wars? Can leaders manage
power relationships peacefully? Or will East Asia's territorial and maritime
disputes trigger a larger conflict, just as rivalries in the Balkans did in
1914? In The Next Great War?, experts reconsider the causes of World War I and
explore whether the great powers of the twenty-first century can avoid the
mistakes of Europe's statesmen in 1914 and prevent another catastrophic
conflict. They find differences as well as similarities between today's world
and the world of 1914—but conclude that only a deep understanding of those
differences and early action to bring great powers together will likely enable
the United States and China to avoid a great war. Contributors Alan
Alexandroff, Graham Allison, Richard N. Cooper, Charles S. Maier, Steven E.
Miller, Joseph S. Nye Jr., T. G. Otte, David K. Richards, Richard N.
Rosecrance, Kevin Rudd, Jack Snyder, Etel Solingen, Arthur A. Stein, Stephen
Van Evera
The Shape of Things to Come H. G. Wells 2016-09-14 First published in 1933,
"The Shape of Things to Come" is science fiction novel written by H. G. Wells.
Within it, world events between 1933 and 2106 are speculated with a single
superstate representing the solution to all humanity's problems. A classic
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example of Wellsian prophesy, this volume is highly recommended for fans of his
work and of the science fiction genre. Herbert George Wells (1866 - 1946) was a
prolific English writer who wrote in a variety of genres, including the novel,
politics, history, and social commentary. Today, he is perhaps best remembered
for his contributions to the science fiction genre thanks to such novels as
"The Time Machine" (1895), "The Invisible Man" (1897), and "The War of the
Worlds" (1898). Many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly
scarce and expensive. We are republishing this book now in an affordable,
modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.
The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (Updated Edition) John J. Mearsheimer
2003-01-17 "A superb book.…Mearsheimer has made a significant contribution to
our understanding of the behavior of great powers."—Barry R. Posen, The
National Interest The updated edition of this classic treatise on the behavior
of great powers takes a penetrating look at the question likely to dominate
international relations in the twenty-first century: Can China rise peacefully?
In clear, eloquent prose, John Mearsheimer explains why the answer is no: a
rising China will seek to dominate Asia, while the United States, determined to
remain the world's sole regional hegemon, will go to great lengths to prevent
that from happening. The tragedy of great power politics is inescapable.
China’s Challenges and International Order Transition Huiyun Feng 2020-02-19
China’s Challenges and International Order Transition introduces an integrated
conceptual framework of “international order” categorized by three levels
(power, rules, and norms) and three issue-areas (security, political, and
economic). Each contributor engages one or more of these analytical dimensions
to examine two questions: (1) Has China already challenged this dimension of
international order? (2) How will China challenge this dimension of
international order in the future? The contested views and perspectives in this
volume suggest it is too simple to assume an inevitable conflict between China
and the outside world. With different strategies to challenge or reform the
many dimensions of international order, China’s role is not a one-way street.
It is an interactive process in which the world may change China as much as
China may change the world. The aim of the book is to broaden the debate beyond
the “Thucydides Trap” perspective currently popular in the West. Rather than
offering a single argument, this volume offers a platform for scholars,
especially Chinese scholars vs. Western scholars, to exchange and debate their
different views and perspectives on China and the potential transition of
international order.
Thucydides’s Trap? Steve Chan 2020-01-06 The Peloponnesian War (431–404 BCE)
ostensibly arose because of the fear that a rising Athens would threaten
Sparta’s power in the Mediterranean. The idea of Thucydides’ Trap warns that
all rising powers threaten established powers. As China increases its power
relative to the United States, the theory argues, the two nations are
inevitably set on a collision course toward war. How enlightening is an analogy
based on the ancient Greek world of 2,500 years ago for understanding
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contemporary international relations? How accurate is the depiction of the
history of other large armed conflicts, such as the two world wars, as a
challenge mounted by a rising power to displace an incumbent
hegemon?Thucydides’s Trap?: Historical Interpretation, Logic of Inquiry, and
the Future of Sino-American Relations offers a critique of the claims of
Thucydides’s Trap and power-transition theory. It examines past instances of
peaceful accommodation to uncover lessons that can ease the frictions in
ongoing Sino-American relations.
Nuclear Terrorism Graham Allison 2004-08-09 Predicts that a catastrophic
nuclear attack is likely to occur within the next decade if policy makers
continue present tactics, and states that such an attack is preventable,
offering recommendations for addressing national vulnerabilities.
Unbalanced Stephen Roach 2014-01-28 "The modern-day Chinese and U.S. economies
have been locked in an uncomfortable embrace since the late 1970s. Although the
relationship was built on a set of mutual benefits, in recent years it has
taken on the trappings of an unstable co-dependence. This insightful book lays
bare the pitfalls of the current China-U.S. economic relationship, highlighting
disputes over trade policies and intellectual property rights, sharp contrasts
in leadership styles, the role of the Internet, and the political economyof
social stability. Stephen Roach, a firsthand witness to the Asian financial
crisis of the late 1990s and an economics expert who likely knows more about
U.S.-China trade than any other Westerner, details how the two economies mirror
one another. Co-dependency augments the tensions and suspicions between the two
nations, but there is reason to hope for less antagonism and rivalry, the
author maintains. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, both economies face
structural changes that present opportunities for mutual benefit. Roach
describes a way out of the escalating tensions of co-dependence and insists
that the Next China offers much for the Next America--and vice versa"-Has China Won? Kishore Mahbubani 2020-03-31 The defining geopolitical contest
of the twenty-first century is between China and the US. But is it avoidable?
And if it happens, is the outcome already inevitable? China and America are
world powers without serious rivals. They eye each other warily across the
Pacific; they communicate poorly; there seems little natural empathy. A massive
geopolitical contest has begun. America prizes freedom; China values freedom
from chaos.America values strategic decisiveness; China values patience.America
is becoming society of lasting inequality; China a meritocracy.America has
abandoned multilateralism; China welcomes it. Kishore Mahbubani, a diplomat and
scholar with unrivalled access to policymakers in Beijing and Washington, has
written the definitive guide to the deep fault lines in the relationship, a
clear-eyed assessment of the risk of any confrontation, and a bracingly honest
appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses, and superpower eccentricities, of
the US and China.
Destined for War Graham Allison 2017-07-03 China and the United States are
heading toward a war neither wants. The reason is Thucydides’s Trap, a deadly
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pattern of structural stress that results when a rising power challenges a
ruling one. This phenomenon is as old as history itself. About the
Peloponnesian War that devastated ancient Greece, the historian Thucydides
explained: ‘It was the rise of Athens and the fear that this instilled in
Sparta that made war inevitable.’ Over the past 500 years, these conditions
have occurred sixteen times. War broke out in twelve of them. Today, as an
unstoppable China approaches an immovable America, and both Xi Jinping and
Donald Trump promise to make their countries ‘great again’, the seventeenth
case looks grim. Unless China is willing to scale back its ambitions or
Washington can accept becoming number two in the Pacific, a trade conflict,
cyberattack, or accident at sea could soon escalate into all-out war. In
Destined for War, the eminent Harvard scholar Graham Allison explains why
Thucydides’s Trap is the best lens for understanding U.S.-China relations in
the twenty-first century. Through uncanny historical parallels and war
scenarios, he shows how close we are to the unthinkable. Yet, stressing that
war is not inevitable, Allison also reveals how clashing powers have kept the
peace in the past — and what painful steps the United States and China must
take to avoid disaster today.
The Beautiful Country and the Middle Kingdom John Pomfret 2016-11-29 A
remarkable history of the two-centuries-old relationship between the United
States and China, from the Revolutionary War to the present day From the
clipper ships that ventured to Canton hauling cargos of American ginseng to
swap Chinese tea, to the US warships facing off against China's growing navy in
the South China Sea, from the Yankee missionaries who brought Christianity and
education to China, to the Chinese who built the American West, the United
States and China have always been dramatically intertwined. For more than two
centuries, American and Chinese statesmen, merchants, missionaries, and
adventurers, men and women, have profoundly influenced the fate of these
nations. While we tend to think of America's ties with China as starting in
1972 with the visit of President Richard Nixon to China, the patterns—rapturous
enchantment followed by angry disillusionment—were set in motion hundreds of
years earlier. Drawing on personal letters, diaries, memoirs, government
documents, and contemporary news reports, John Pomfret reconstructs the
surprising, tragic, and marvelous ways Americans and Chinese have engaged with
one another through the centuries. A fascinating and thrilling account, The
Beautiful Country and the Middle Kingdom is also an indispensable book for
understanding the most important—and often the most perplexing—relationship
between any two countries in the world.
The Hundred-Year Marathon Michael Pillsbury 2015-02-03 One of the U.S.
government's leading China experts reveals the hidden strategy fueling that
country's rise – and how Americans have been seduced into helping China
overtake us as the world's leading superpower. For more than forty years, the
United States has played an indispensable role helping the Chinese government
build a booming economy, develop its scientific and military capabilities, and
take its place on the world stage, in the belief that China's rise will bring
us cooperation, diplomacy, and free trade. But what if the "China Dream" is to
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replace us, just as America replaced the British Empire, without firing a shot?
Based on interviews with Chinese defectors and newly declassified, previously
undisclosed national security documents, The Hundred-Year Marathon reveals
China's secret strategy to supplant the United States as the world's dominant
power, and to do so by 2049, the one-hundredth anniversary of the founding of
the People's Republic. Michael Pillsbury, a fluent Mandarin speaker who has
served in senior national security positions in the U.S. government since the
days of Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger, draws on his decades of contact with
the "hawks" in China's military and intelligence agencies and translates their
documents, speeches, and books to show how the teachings of traditional Chinese
statecraft underpin their actions. He offers an inside look at how the Chinese
really view America and its leaders – as barbarians who will be the architects
of their own demise. Pillsbury also explains how the U.S. government has helped
– sometimes unwittingly and sometimes deliberately – to make this "China Dream"
come true, and he calls for the United States to implement a new, more
competitive strategy toward China as it really is, and not as we might wish it
to be. The Hundred-Year Marathon is a wake-up call as we face the greatest
national security challenge of the twenty-first century.
An Uncertain Ally David L. Phillips 2017-05-23 Under the rule of Recep Tayyip
Erdogan Turkey has descended into a dictatorship, promotes the Islamist agenda,
abuses human rights, limits freedom of expression in the press, and wages war
against the Kurds. While Turkey has historically been important geopolitically,
it has become an outlier in Europe and an uncertain ally of the United States.
An Uncertain Ally is a straightforward indictment of Erdogan. Drawing on inside
sources in his Justice and Development Party (AKP) and the police, the book
reveals corruption and money laundering schemes that benefitted Erdogan, his
cronies, and family members. Erdogan has polarized Turkish society and created
conditions that led to the coup attempt of July 2016. He has also deepened
divisions by accusing Fethullah Gulen, an Islamic teacher in Pennsylvania, of
establishing a parallel state and masterminding the coup attempt. Erdogan has
seized on the failed coup to justify a witch hunt, arresting thousands and
ordering the wholesale dismissal of alleged coup sympathizers. Rather than
foster reconciliation, he pursued vendettas and turned Turkey into a gulag. An
Uncertain Ally exposes Turkey’s ties to jihadists in Syria and the Islamic
State, questioning its suitability as a NATO member. Under Erdogan, Turkey
faces a dark future that poses a danger to the region and internationally.
Thucydides' Other "Traps" Alan Greeley Misenheimer 2019-06-06 The notion of a
"Thucydides Trap" that will ensnare China and the United States in a 21st
century conflict-much as the rising power of Athens alarmed Sparta and made war
"inevitable" between the Aegean superpowers of the 5th century BCE-has received
global attention since entering the international relations lexicon 6 years
ago. Scholars, journalists, bloggers, and politicians in many countries,
notably China, have embraced this beguiling metaphor, coined by Harvard
political science professor Graham Allison, as a framework for examining the
likelihood of a Sino-American war. This case study examines the Thucydides Trap
metaphor and the response it has elicited. Hewing closely to what the historian
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of the Peloponnesian War actually says about the causes and inevitability of
war, it argues that, while Thucydides' text does not support Allison's
normative assertion about the "inevitable" result of an encounter between
"rising" and "ruling" powers, the History of the Peloponnesian War (hereafter,
History) does identify elements of leadership and political dynamic that bear
directly on whether a clash of interests between two states is resolved through
peaceful means or escalates to war. It is precisely because war typically
begins with a considered decision by a national command authority to reject
other options and mobilize for conflict (and thus always entails an element of
choice) that insight from Thucydides' History remains relevant and beneficial
for the contemporary strategist, or citizen, concerned in such
decisions.Accordingly, this case study concludes that the Thucydides Trap, as
conceived and presented by Graham Allison, draws welcome attention both to
Thucydides and to the pitfalls of great power competition, but fails as a
heuristic device or predictive tool in the analysis of contemporary events.
Allison's metaphor offers, at best, a potentially misleading oversimplification of Thucydides' nuanced and problematic account of the origins of
the epochal conflict that defined his age. Moreover, it overlooks actual
insights from the History that can help political decisionmakers-including, but
not limited to, those of the United States and China-either avoid war or, if
ignored, pose genuine policy "traps" that can make an avoidable war more
likely, and a necessary war more costly.
Destined for War: Can America and China Escape Thucydides' Trap? Graham Allison
2019-10-15 China and the United States are heading toward a war neither wants.
The reason is Thucydides' Trap, a deadly pattern of structural stress that
results when a rising power challenges a ruling one. This phenomenon is as old
as history itself. About the Peloponnesian War that devastated ancient Greece,
the historian Thucydides explained- 'It was the rise of Athens and the fear
that this instilled in Sparta that made war inevitable.' Over the past 500
years, these conditions have occurred sixteen times. War broke out in twelve of
them. Today, as an unstoppable China approaches an immovable America, and both
Xi Jinping and Donald Trump promise to make their countries 'great again', the
seventeenth case looks grim. Unless China is willing to scale back its
ambitions or Washington can accept becoming number two in the Pacific, a trade
conflict, cyberattack, or accident at sea could soon escalate into all-out war.
In Destined for War, the eminent Harvard scholar Graham Allison explains why
Thucydides' Trap is the best lens for understanding U.S.-China relations in the
twenty-first century. Through uncanny historical parallels and war scenarios,
he shows how close we are to the unthinkable. Yet, stressing that war is not
inevitable, Allison also reveals how clashing powers have kept the peace in the
past - and what painful steps the United States and China must take to avoid
disaster today.
Will China's Rise Be Peaceful? Asle Toje 2018-01-25 The rise of China will
undoubtedly be one of the great spectacles of the twenty-first century. More
than a dramatic symbol of the redistribution of global wealth, the event has
marked the end of the unipolar international system and the arrival of a new
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era in world politics. How the security, stability and legitimacy built upon
foundations that were suddenly shifting, adapting to this new reality is the
subject of Will China's Rise be Peaceful? Bringing together the work of
seasoned experts and younger scholars, this volume offers an inclusive
examination of the effects of historical patterns-whether interrupted or
intact-by the rise of China. The contributors show how strategies among the
major powers are guided by existing international rules and expectations as
well as by the realities created by an increasingly powerful China. While China
has sought to signal its non-revisionist intent its extraordinary economic
growth and active diplomacy has in a short time span transformed global and
East Asian politics. This has caused constant readjustments as the other key
actors have responded to the changing incentives provided by Chinese policies.
Will China's Rise be Peaceful? explores these continuities and discontinuities
in five areas: theory, history, domestic politics, regional politics, and great
power politics. Equally grounded in theory and extensive empirical research,
this timely volume offers a remarkably lucid description and interpretation of
our changing international relations. In both its approach and its conclusions,
it will serve as a model for the study of China in a new era.
The Long Game Rush Doshi 2021-06-11 For more than a century, no US adversary or
coalition of adversaries - not Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, or the Soviet
Union - has ever reached sixty percent of US GDP. China is the sole exception,
and it is fast emerging into a global superpower that could rival, if not
eclipse, the United States. What does China want, does it have a grand strategy
to achieve it, and what should the United States do about it? In The Long Game,
Rush Doshi draws from a rich base of Chinese primary sources, including decades
worth of party documents, leaked materials, memoirs by party leaders, and a
careful analysis of China's conduct to provide a history of China's grand
strategy since the end of the Cold War. Taking readers behind the Party's
closed doors, he uncovers Beijing's long, methodical game to displace America
from its hegemonic position in both the East Asia regional and global orders
through three sequential "strategies of displacement." Beginning in the 1980s,
China focused for two decades on "hiding capabilities and biding time." After
the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, it became more assertive regionally,
following a policy of "actively accomplishing something." Finally, in the
aftermath populist elections of 2016, China shifted to an even more aggressive
strategy for undermining US hegemony, adopting the phrase "great changes unseen
in century." After charting how China's long game has evolved, Doshi offers a
comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an effective US response. Ironically, his
proposed approach takes a page from Beijing's own strategic playbook to
undermine China's ambitions and strengthen American order without competing
dollar-for-dollar, ship-for-ship, or loan-for-loan.
Europe Brendan Simms 2013-04-04 Half a millennium of European warfare
brilliantly retold by masterly historian Brendan Simms At the heart of Europe's
history lies a puzzle. In most of the world humankind has created enormous
political frameworks, whether ancient (such as China) or modern (such as the
United States). Sprawling empires, kingdoms or republics appear to be the norm.
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By contrast Europe has remained stubbornly chaotic and fractured into often
amazingly tiny pieces, with each serious attempt to unify the continent (by
Charles V, Napoleon and Hitler) thwarted. In this marvelously ambitious and
exciting new book, Brendan Simms tells the story of Europe's constantly
shifting geopolitics and the peculiar circumstances that have made it both so
impossible to dominate, but also so dynamic and ferocious. It is the story of a
group of highly competitive and mutually suspicious dynasties, but also of a
continent uniquely prone to interference from 'semi-detached' elements, such as
Russia, the Ottoman Empire, Britain and (just as centrally to Simms' argument)
the United States. Europe: The Struggle for Supremacy will become the standard
work on this crucial subject - and an extremely enjoyable one. Reviews: 'This
is a brilliant and beautifully written history. From the Holy Roman Empire to
the Euro, Brendan Simms shows that one of the constant preoccupations of
Europeans has always been the geography, the power and the needs of Germany.
Europe is a work of extraordinary scholarship delivered with the lightest of
touches. It will be essential, absorbing reading for anyone trying to
understand both the past and the present of one of the most productive and most
dangerous continents on earth' William Shawcross 'World history is German
history, and German history is world history.This is the powerful case made by
this gifted historian of Europe, whose expansive erudition revives the proud
tradition of the history of geopolitics, and whose immanent moral sensibility
reminds us that human choices made in Berlin (and London) today about the
future of Europe might be decisive for the future of the world' Timothy Snyder
(author of Bloodlands) About the author: Brendan Simms is Professor of the
History of International Relations at the University of Cambridge. His major
books include Unfinest Hour: Britain and the Destruction of Bosnia (shortlisted
for the Samuel Johnson Prize) and Three Victories and a Defeat: The Rise and
Fall of the First British Empire.
Destined for war Graham T. Allison 2018
When China Rules the World Martin Jacques 2009-11-12 Greatly revised and
expanded, with a new afterword, this update to Martin Jacques’s global
bestseller is an essential guide to understanding a world increasingly shaped
by Chinese power Soon, China will rule the world. But in doing so, it will not
become more Western. Since the first publication of When China Rules the World,
the landscape of world power has shifted dramatically. In the three years since
the first edition was published, When China Rules the World has proved to be a
remarkably prescient book, transforming the nature of the debate on China. Now,
in this greatly expanded and fully updated edition, boasting nearly 300 pages
of new material, and backed up by the latest statistical data, Martin Jacques
renews his assault on conventional thinking about China’s ascendancy, showing
how its impact will be as much political and cultural as economic, changing the
world as we know it. First published in 2009 to widespread critical acclaim and controversy - When China Rules the World: The End of the Western World and
the Birth of a New Global Order has sold a quarter of a million copies, been
translated into eleven languages, nominated for two major literary awards, and
is the subject of an immensely popular TED talk.
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Trade War Aryeh Ksah 2019-06-30 Dawn Of The World War III?!!!Throughout
history, trade wars have been common, but with most instances being between
China and US. Up to date, the US has launched the famous "Section 301
investigations" since 1991 against China, specifically probing into the areas
of unfair trade barriers, intellectual property rights and clean energy. During
these investigations (in the past), both countries have naturally turned to
tariffs as their means of retaliation. Nonetheless, these conflicts ended up
being resolved through diplomatic means (such as using WTO's dispute settlement
mechanism to settle a compromise).Before the most recent round of investigation
that triggered the current wave of eruptions, the last investigation was done
in September 2010. The Obama administration began an investigation into China's
subsidy policies as well as the investment in green technologies following a
petition filed by the United Steelworkers. This investigation targeted
subsidies given to over 150 Chinese companies in solar energy, wind energy,
alternative fuel vehicles and high-performance batteries, which were
(allegedly) in violation of World Trade Organization's policies. Before the
investigations escalated into a trade war, the US did apply for consultations
within WTO's dispute framework in December 2010, and China accepted to revise
the subsidy policies. When Donald Trump assumed office, the White House
evidently took a tough stance on trade policies; this was even before the trade
war between China and the US broke out. In June 2017, President Trump started
investigations on the import of aluminum and steel- as always, for 'national
security reasons.' Given the huge aluminum and steel production capacity in
China, there are enough reasons to believe that the investigation and the
subsequent extra tariffs were initiated to target China. In 2018, the trade
disagreements between China and the US increased in both scale and frequency,
with the US repeatedly imposing anti-dump duties or tariffs on Chinese imports.
In March 2018, President Trump signed an executive memorandum, which launched a
'section 301 investigation' into the intellectual property practices of China
and threatened to issue additional tariffs on the country's imports. The trade
tensions escalated. Could this trade war trigger World War III? Here Is A
Preview On The Shocking Revelations To Prepare Yourself For World War III
Chapter I: A Background Of The Trade War Chapter II: The Most Likely Reasons
For The Friction, And The Escalation Of The Trade War Chapter III: A Possible
World War 3 Chapter IV: The Impact Of The Trade War Globally Right Before An
All-Out Trade War Or World War 3 Chapter V: The Possible Long Term Consequence
From A Different Standpoint: A Global Remake Who Will Win?! And Much Much
More........ Download this book right away and soon you will find yourself
troubling picking a side
The Improbable War Christopher Coker 2015 The Improbable War explains why
conflict between the USA and China cannot be ruled out. In 1914 war between the
Great Powers was considered unlikely, yet it happened. We learn only from
history, and popular though the First World War analogy is, the lessons we draw
from its outbreak are usually mistaken. Among these errors is the tendency to
over-estimate human rationality. All major conflicts of the past 300 years have
been about the norms and rules of the international system. In China and the US
the world confronts two 'exceptional' powers whose values differ markedly, with
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China bidding to challenge the current order. The 'Thucydidean Trap' - when a
conservative status quo power confronts a rising new one - may also play its
part in precipitating hostilities. To avoid stumbling into an avoidable war
both Beijing and Washington need a coherent strategy, which neither of them
has. History also reveals that war evolves continually. The next global
conflict is likely to be played out in cyberspace and outer space and like all
previous wars it will have devastating consequences. Such a war between the
United States and China may seem improbable, but it is all too possible, which
is why we need to discuss it now.
Destined For War Graham Allison 2017-05-30 NATIONAL BESTSELLER | NEW YORK TIMES
NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR. From an eminent international security scholar, an
urgent examination of the conditions that could produce a catastrophic conflict
between the United States and China—and how it might be prevented. China and
the United States are heading toward a war neither wants. The reason is
Thucydides’s Trap: when a rising power threatens to displace a ruling one,
violence is the likeliest result. Over the past five hundred years, these
conditions have occurred sixteen times; war broke out in twelve. At the time of
publication, an unstoppable China approached an immovable America, and both Xi
Jinping and Donald Trump promised to make their countries “great again,” the
seventeenth case was looking grim—it still is. A trade conflict, cyberattack,
Korean crisis, or accident at sea could easily spark a major war. In Destined
for War, eminent Harvard scholar Graham Allison masterfully blends history and
current events to explain the timeless machinery of Thucydides’s Trap—and to
explore the painful steps that might prevent disaster today. SHORT-LISTED FOR
THE 2018 LIONEL GELBER PRIZE NAMED A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY: FINANCIAL TIMES
* THE TIMES (LONDON)* AMAZON “Allison is one of the keenest observers of
international affairs around.” — President Joe Biden “[A] must-read book in
both Washington and Beijing.” — Boston Globe “[Full of] wide-ranging, erudite
case studies that span human history . . . [A] fine book.”— New York Times Book
Review
A World in Disarray Richard Haass 2017-01-10 "A valuable primer on foreign
policy: a primer that concerned citizens of all political persuasions—not to
mention the president and his advisers—could benefit from reading." —The New
York Times An examination of a world increasingly defined by disorder and a
United States unable to shape the world in its image, from the president of the
Council on Foreign Relations Things fall apart; the center cannot hold. The
rules, policies, and institutions that have guided the world since World War II
have largely run their course. Respect for sovereignty alone cannot uphold
order in an age defined by global challenges from terrorism and the spread of
nuclear weapons to climate change and cyberspace. Meanwhile, great power
rivalry is returning. Weak states pose problems just as confounding as strong
ones. The United States remains the world’s strongest country, but American
foreign policy has at times made matters worse, both by what the U.S. has done
and by what it has failed to do. The Middle East is in chaos, Asia is
threatened by China’s rise and a reckless North Korea, and Europe, for decades
the world’s most stable region, is now anything but. As Richard Haass explains,
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the election of Donald Trump and the unexpected vote for “Brexit” signals that
many in modern democracies reject important aspects of globalization, including
borders open to trade and immigrants. In A World in Disarray, Haass argues for
an updated global operating system—call it world order 2.0—that reflects the
reality that power is widely distributed and that borders count for less. One
critical element of this adjustment will be adopting a new approach to
sovereignty, one that embraces its obligations and responsibilities as well as
its rights and protections. Haass also details how the U.S. should act towards
China and Russia, as well as in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. He suggests,
too, what the country should do to address its dysfunctional politics, mounting
debt, and the lack of agreement on the nature of its relationship with the
world. A World in Disarray is a wise examination, one rich in history, of the
current world, along with how we got here and what needs doing. Haass shows
that the world cannot have stability or prosperity without the United States,
but that the United States cannot be a force for global stability and
prosperity without its politicians and citizens reaching a new understanding.
Meeting China Halfway Lyle J. Goldstein 2015-05-01 Though a US China conflict
is far from inevitable, major tensions are building in the Asia-Pacific region.
These strains are the result of historical enmity, cultural divergence, and
deep ideological estrangement, not to mention apprehensions fueled by
geopolitical competition and the closely related “security dilemma.” Despite
worrying signs of intensifying rivalry, few observers have provided concrete
paradigms to lead this troubled relationship away from disaster. This book is
dramatically different in that Lyle J. Goldstein’s focus is on laying bare both
US and Chinese perceptions of where their interests clash and proposing new
paths to ease bilateral tensions through compromise. Each chapter contains a
“cooperation spiral” —the opposite of an escalation spiral—to illustrate these
policy proposals. Goldstein makes one hundred policy proposals over the course
of this book to inaugurate a genuine debate regarding cooperative policy
solutions to the most vexing problems in US-China relations. Goldstein not only
parses findings from American scholarship but also breaks new ground by
analyzing hundreds of Chinese-language sources, including military
publications, never before evaluated by Western experts. Meeting China Halfway,
new in paperback, remains a refreshing and unique contribution to the study of
the world’s most important bilateral relationship.
China's Vision of Victory Jonathan D T Ward 2019-03-31 Someday we may say that
we never saw it coming. After seventy-five years of peace in the Pacific, a new
challenger to American power has emerged, on a scale not seen in generations.
Working from a deep sense of national destiny, the Chinese Communist Party is
guiding a country of 1.4 billion people towards what it calls "the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation," and, with it, the end of an American-led
world. Will this generation witness the final act for America as a superpower?
Can American ingenuity, confidence, and will power outcompete the long-term
strategic thinking and planning of China's Communist Party? These are the
challenges that will shape the next decade and more. China's Vision of Victory
brings the reader to a new understanding of China's planning, strategy, and
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ambitions. From seabed to space, from Africa to the Arctic, from subsurface
warfare to the rise of China's global corporations, this book will illuminate
for the reader the new great game of our lifetimes, and how our adversary sees
it all.
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